Transcendent Media Capital
Creating Freedom with Every Story
Digital and Web – Film – TV – Music – Print Media – Games – Content Marketing Solutions
Transcendent Media Capital Ltd is a global media production company, which specialises in the
production of entertainment content focusing on high-quality, high social impact stories, in the form
of feature films, short-films, documentary, digital and social media products, television, music and
print media. TMC employs convergent media strategies to commercialize one piece of intellectual
property across media sectors, which maximizes investor value, pre-builds audiences and selfgenerates demand from international distributors. Keeping abreast of technology developments, TMC
innovates interesting and interactive ways to engage audiences with its content.
Our Values





Integrity – Being who we said we would be in all actions and communications. Walking our
talk.
Quality – Bringing the highest standard and attention to detail into all of our deliverables.
Striving for the realisation of our vision and not settling for less than the dream.
Innovation – Bringing creativity and innovative vision and thinking to all of our projects and
how we choose to deliver and commercialise them. Supporting entrepreneurship.
Inclusivity – Providing a platform that is globally inclusive, where all voices and points of
view can be heard, grounded in knowledge and resource sharing.

Our Mission


To tell high-quality, social impact stories for international distribution that deliver returns to
our investors whilst making a positive difference in the world.

Our Vision


To create a safe place where people can use story-telling to heal conflict and contribute to
productive problem-solving globally.

Currently Transcendent Media Capital holds the property:


“When We Meet” – an a 13 episode unscripted TV series to be filmed in Turkey and
distributed to USA, Canada, Australia, South America, China, Japan, Russia, Europe and UK.
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Written by Pedro Cruz Gomes and Peta Milan and directed by French director Florence
Sobieski;


“Free Yourself” – The first global domestic violence campaign which includes a short film,
feature length documentary and 10 music benefit concerts in 10 different countries in less
than 10 weeks. The majority of proceeds go towards victim support group across the world.
“Free Yourself” currently has agencies from 62 countries that have officiated their support to
the campaign.



“Evergreen” web-based series and feature film written by American writer Mae Catt;



“Haley’s Flight” feature length family film in development to be sold to studios, written by
American writer Michael Carnick;



“White Star, Red Earth” - a feature film written by Peta Milan;



“The Soul Thief” - a feature film written by Peta Milan and Florence Sobieski.



“Love Is” a novel written by Peta Milan

Transcendent Media Capital is also co-producing content with other production companies around the
world.
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Transcendent Media Capital Founders
Peta Milan
Director

Peta Milan brings 13 years corporate management experience to Transcendent Media Capital.
Beginning her career in Australia specializing in company start-ups across a range of industries
including, travel and tourism, financial services, entertainment and management consulting, she
later served as Chief Operating Officer of a management consulting firm, in which capacity she
was lead consultant to companies such as Norilsk Nickle, and collaborated with partners at both
Price Waterhouse Coopers, and Ernst and Young. Specializing in corporate strategy, financial
restructuring and international business, Peta brings broad experience and a track record of
business success to Transcendent Media Capital. Productions Peta has worked on includes a
Canadian tele-movie “The Hunters” starring Victor Garber and Michelle Forbes and Hollywood
feature film “No Escape” starring Pierce Brosnan and Owen Wilson.
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Andrew Pfeffer
Producer

With 35 years experience in the film industry, as a producer, senior executive, financier and
entertainment attorney, Andrew brings a wealth of knowledge in virtually all aspects of motion
picture financing, production and distribution, both domestic and foreign to Transcendent Media
Capital. Over the course of his career he served as President of three independent
production/distribution companies in Los Angeles, raised over $200 million of production funding,
produced or had overall responsibility for the production of over 60 feature-length motion pictures on
virtually every continent and, as an entertainment attorney, represented major studios, independent
production companies and a host of talent. His filmography includes, but is not limited to “No
Escape” starring Pierce Brosnan and Owen Wilson, “Everly” starring Salma Hayek and “Bangkok
Dangerous” starring Nicholas Cage. Andrew’s most recent production was “The Forest”, filmed in
Serbia and Japan and starring Natalie Dormer.
Transcendent Media Capital runs virtual offices. Team members are located across UK, Europe and
North America and TMC currently developing content with writers in Canada, Portugal, France, New
Zealand, U.S.A, Germany and Italy.
For more information on new or existing projects, contact Peta Milan at peta@transcendentmedia.com
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